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CBA, Wills & Trusts Section - Vancouver 

From Geoffrey W. White 

Date May 2, 2017 

Re Case Comment – Re Berkner (Estate), 2017 BCSC 619 

 

This is the first BC case to confirm the use of multiple wills. 

A will-maker may use two wills to divide an estate into probated assets and un-probated assets, 
and thereby reduce probate taxes on the un-probated assets (typically shares in a private 
business).  

Since 1998, in the context of Ontario law, the case of Granovsky Estate v. Ontario, 1998 CanLII 
14912, 156 DLR (4th) 557 (“Granovksy”), has been the leading authority to permit planning with 
multiple wills in that province. BC now has similar case law authority. 

 

Background 

Mr. Berkner was a private business owner. During his lifetime, we designed his estate plan to 
use two wills.  A primary will covered many of his estate assets.  However, his private company 
interests were “carved out” to be dealt with by a secondary will.  His daughter was named as 
the executrix for both wills.  His accountant was the alternate executor. 

Upon Mr. Berkner’s death, his daughter renounced her executorship of the secondary will.  She 
remained as executrix of the primary will and submitted an application for a grant of probate of 
that will.  The accountant became the executor of the secondary will and was able to deal with 
the private company interests without the need for probate. 

 

Probate Context 

Why is probate required? 

Probate is a court process that “proves” or confirms the validity of a will and the executor’s 
authority to act under it. 
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When a person dies, some assets are automatically transferred. These assets may have 
beneficiary designations (such as insurance policies, RRSPs, RRIFs, or TFSAs).  Or they may be 
co-owned with a right of survivorship.  For these assets, the beneficiary or surviving owner can 
take ownership simply by proving the death; the deceased’s will is not required. 

However, many assets have no provision for an automatic transfer on death.  Such assets 
include a house, investment account, or private company shares that are owned solely in the 
deceased’s name. With these assets, the deceased’s will must be used to determine how the 
assets will be distributed (to the beneficiaries) and who will do it (the executor). 

The will gives the executor the authority to collect the assets.  The executor should be able to 
exercise this authority by simply providing a copy of the will and proof of the death. 

However, the title of many of these assets is controlled by third parties (the Land Title Registry 
or a financial institution).  These parties often are not willing to accept the executor’s authority 
based solely on the will.  They require that the validity of the will and the executor’s authority 
also be confirmed by the court.  The process of securing that confirmation is called “probate.” 

Shares of closely-held private companies are different from these other assets.  The title of the 
shares is not controlled by a third-party, but rather by the company’s directors.  The BC 
Business Corporations Act (SBC 2002, c. 57, s.188) specifically confirms that these directors can 
authorize a transfer of the deceased’s shares based on the will alone, without requiring a 
probate of the will. 

What happens during probate? 

If probate is required, the executor must send notices and provide the court with sworn 
information about the deceased, the will, and the estate assets.  The executor must list all of 
the deceased’s assets that are dealt with under the will (this includes even assets for which 
probate was not required). 

The province also imposes a probate tax during the court process.  This tax of 1.4% applies to 
the value of all the assets that have been listed ($14,000 per $1,000,000). 

Our client, Mr. Berkner, had both real estate and a private company, and would have 
encountered a dilemma if he had just one will (as most people do).   After his death, the will 
alone would be sufficient authority to deal with his private company shares – nothing further 
would be required.  However, the Land Title Registry would refuse to change the title of his real 
estate until the will was confirmed by probate.  During that probate process, the executor 
would be required to list all assets under the will - not only the real estate, but also the private 
company shares.  Even though probate was not required to deal with the shares, they would 
still be an asset under that single will – they could not be omitted from the listing.  Then, the 
probate tax of 1.4% would be charged on all of the listed assets, both the real estate and 
shares. Instead of a probate tax of perhaps $14,000 on the real estate, the estate would also 
pay an additional tax of more than $40,000 on the shares. 
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How Do Multiple Wills work? 

Instead of just one will that deals with all of the assets, we created two separate wills for Mr. 
Berkner.  The primary will dealt with almost all of his assets including his real estate but 
specifically excluded his private company shares.  The secondary will dealt with just his private 
company shares. 

After his death, the secondary will was used to transfer the company shares without any need 
for probate.  By contrast, the transfer of the real estate did require a probated will.  However, 
this could be achieved with a probate of just the primary will.  The list of assets for that probate 
process did not need to include the company shares (since the primary will did not deal with 
them).  No probate tax would be paid on the shares.   The estate would save more than $40,000 
of tax. 

Court Decision 

How did the issue come before the court? 
 
The probate application for Mr. Berkner’s primary will was submitted in the ordinary course.  
The application did have some modifications to confirm that: 

• there was a secondary will;  

• the secondary will had a different executor;  

• the secondary will did not revoke the primary will (and the primary will did not revoke 
the secondary will); and,  

• no probate application was being made for that secondary will. 
 
The registry asked that the matter be spoken to in court to confirm that nothing further was 
required in respect of the secondary will. 

At the hearing the court addressed three specific issues: 
 

1. Is a will maker permitted to make more than one valid will? 
 
Yes. 
 
Master Wilson cited an excerpt from the 1876 UK case of Astor, In the Goods of 
[1876] P.D. 150 as authority for separate wills, specifically, where …  
 

“the testator has carefully used the clearest and strongest language to 
indicate his intention of keeping the English property separate from the 
American … there is no reason why I should insist on the incorporation of 
the American will in the English probate.” 
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Master Wilson also referred to the CCH Canadian Estate Planning Guide and two 
Ontario cases that referred to Astor (and also permitted the strategy of 
preparing two wills but only probating one).  
 

2. Is a personal representative required to probate a will? 
 

No.  
 
The authority of the executrix is derived from the will itself.  A grant of probate is 
simply a confirmation for third parties of the validity of the will and appointment 
of the executrix. No statute or rule requires the probate of a will. 

 
3. In the absence of any rules or legislation that prevents multiple wills or requires 

that all wills be probated, is the applicant entitled to the order sought? 

Yes. 

A grant of probate may be obtained for a will that deals with a portion of the 
deceased’s assets, as per s. 136 of the Wills, Estates, and Succession Act, S.B.C. 
2009. C.13 (“WESA”): 

136   A representation grant … gives to the personal representative 
exclusive authority to administer the estate or that part of the estate to 
which the representation grant applies in accordance with its terms. 

[Emphasis added] 
 

The court also referenced the Ontario case of Granovsky, and distinguished the 
Manitoba case of Pollock v. Manitoba, 2004 MBQB 188, since that Manitoba 
case dealt with the court’s refusal to make a limited grant over a single will such 
that the limited grant would only cover some estate assets but exclude others 
(the case did not deal with separate multiple wills).  By contrast, Mr. Berkner’s 
daughter sought, and was entitled to, a grant of probate over all the assets 
covered in the Primary Will. 

 
Did this case directly consider probate fees? 
 
No. 

The only question before the court was whether the registry process could accept the probate 
of the primary will without also requiring a probate or further action in respect of the 
secondary will (and the registry did not ask that the province join into that hearing). 

However, the court was well aware of the probate fee issue, and some submissions were made 
on that point.  
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Based on the wording of the Probate Fee Act, S.B.C. c. 4, the province would have a very ‘uphill 
battle’ to try to claim probate fees on the assets in an un-probated secondary will.  The 
definition of “value of the estate” in section 1 refers to “the gross value, as deposed to in a 
Statement of Assets, Liabilities and Distribution (“ALD”) exhibited to the affidavit leading to a 
grant, … of the property…that passes to the personal representative at the date of death.”   

Our Court Rules and the WESA make it clear that disclosure is only required for the assets 
passing to the particular representative (who is making the application) under the particular 
testamentary instrument (the one will that is the subject of the application). 

This Re: Berkner (Estate) case has effectively confirmed that the ALD in a grant application for a 
primary will only needs to list the assets passing to the personal representative for the 
particular will that is being presented for probate.  Once that position is accepted, then probate 
fees will only apply to the “value ... as deposed to” in that ALD. Nothing further is required in 
relation to the secondary will, or the assets covered under it. 

Moreover, the position in BC (that probate fees would not apply to assets under an un-
probated secondary will) is even stronger than it is in Ontario.  In Granovksy, the Ontario 
legislation (Section 53 of the Estates Act) provided for:  

"(1) Fees to be on value of whole estate. - The fees payable upon the value of the estate 
of the deceased shall be calculated upon the value of the whole estate..."   

(Although there is also a later limiting section in the Ontario legislation.) 

The (failed) argument by the province of Ontario that fees should apply to the “whole” estate 
would not even be available to be made in BC. 

 

Should all private company owners use multiple wills now? 

No. 

This estate plan strategy is especially useful for clients with shares in family companies, or 
valuable art. 

The strategy has also been growing more common. This trend was supported by the transition 
to the WESA.  (The new WESA wording in s.122(b) for the ALD now refers to disclosure only of 
of assets passing to the applicant in their capacity of personal representative, rather than the 
broader reference that was in the prior Estate Administration Act that required disclosure of all 
assets “which pass to the deceased’s personal representative on the deceased’s death.” This Re 
Berkner (Estate) case will also add to that growth trend. 
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However, a multiple wills strategy must also always be considered in light of other options – 
which often are better.  For example, an alter ego or joint spousal trust may be the preferred 
strategy for clients who are over 65. 

Yet, for some clients (i.e private company owners under age 65), it is a very useful option – 
albeit, one that does require careful planning.  Close attention is required to ensure that the 
estate goals are effectively carried out. 

• Given the unique wording of s.122(b) of the WESA, the two wills must have different 
executors, and the drafting must therefore coordinate their respective powers and 
duties. 

• A multiple wills strategy would not be sufficient on its own if there is a risk of claims by a 
spouse or child to challenge provisions made in the wills.  The wills variation powers 
could apply to both the probated primary will and the un-probated secondary will.  For 
example, a client in a blended family would typically require additional planning 
strategies. 

• Certain income tax rules may be affected by the use of more than one will. 

• Ontario does have a longer and broader history with multiple wills.  Some of their 
precedent language is helpful.  However, there are important differences.  To name just 
a couple of examples: prudent planning in BC involves appointing a different executor 
for each will; and, the WESA contains time period limitations regarding estate 
distributions and waivers that should be considered. 

Why Bother? 
 
For private company owners, a multiple will estate plan can save a significant amount of 
probate taxes and may provide privacy for company matters. However, the strategy is not 
without some complexities.  It must be carefully implemented by experienced estate planning 
advisors. 
 
Geoffrey W. White Law Corporation 
& Counsel  | Clark Wilson LLP 
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